Immunoregulation and prostaglandin production by mechanically-derived and enzyme-derived murine decidual cells.
Uterine cells from pregnant mice release soluble mediators which suppress in vitro immune responses non-specifically. Two methodologic approaches have been employed to obtain regulatory cells, and, although all cell populations derived by both methods were immunosuppressive, different factors and possibly different mechanisms of suppression appear to have been involved. The current study was designed to determine how suppression by mechanically and enzymatically derived cells might differ. Both enzymatically and mechanically derived cell populations suppressed mixed lymphocyte reactions non-specifically, mediated their effects through release of soluble factors, were immunosuppressive whether added at initiation or near the end of culture, suppressed generation of both IL-1 and IL-2, and suppression was not reversible with IL-1, IL-2, gamma interferon or combinations of the above. Immunosuppression by enzymatically derived, but not mechanically derived cells, was reversible with indomethacin. Enzymatically derived cells, but not mechanically derived cells, produced considerable amounts of PGE2. Morphological and immunohistochemical analysis revealed significant numbers of macrophages in both populations. Enzymatic treatment of mechanically derived cells did not increase the output of PGE2 when cells were cultured in vitro. The results suggest that, despite several similarities, enzymatically and mechanically derived cell populations are distinct and produce a distinct profile of soluble suppressive molecules.